
Mendocino Wool and Fiber Inc. 

Work Order 

Name:       Date:   

Business Name:        

Phone:                                      

Email Address:         

Shipping Address:        

          

Batch Name (optional):        

[Shop Use] Incoming Weight: 

Finished product as (check only one): 

� Clean Wool � Cloud  � Sliver in a coil � Sliver (2oz hanks) 

� Pindrafted roving � Yarn__________________  

Notes:          

         

          

I have read, understand, and agree to the pricing and terms found at 

www.Mendowool.com/services  Initial    

 

 

Things to know 

 In order to get a good quality product and avoid breaking machines, 

the fiber being fed through a wool mill needs to be good quality and as free 

of contaminants as possible, that is to say properly sorted and skirted.  The 

most efficient time to skirt and sort fiber is at shearing time.  Every incoming 

fleece will be checked for quality, and if it has not been properly skirted, we 

will skirt it at a rate of $50/hr.  Any contaminants that could damage the 

machines such as anything metal, hoof trimmings, wood chips or sticks, and 

cockleburs will lead to the fleece being rejected or thoroughly skirted.  Wool 

will also be checked for weak spots, breaks and damage from storage or 

moths.  Fleeces with evidence of moths will be rejected completely.  For 

fleeces that have other quality concerns we will talk to you about our 

expectations and how you want to proceed. 

 For finished product choose Clean Wool if all you want us to do is 

wash it. 

Cloud has been carded, but has not gone through the take-off 

rollers.  It is fiber turned into amorphous fluff. 

 Sliver is wool that has been cleaned, carded and gathered by the 

take-off rollers into an untwisted rope.  Our coiler will put the roving into a 

coil that is approximately 22” wide and we can ship it in that form, or, with 

some fibers, we can put that roving into normally 2 oz hanks that look 

similar to a skein of yarn.  If you request that we return your fiber in hanks 

and we can’t (normally because the roving pulls apart too easily) we will 

return it to you as a coil and not charge you the extra for putting it into 

hanks. 

 Roving (often called pindrafted roving) is roving that has been 

further refined with a pindrafter.  The pindrafter coils it into an 

approximately 10” coil.  

When blending your fibers, there are a multitude of ways to blend 

them sometimes with strikingly different results.  Feel free to make a note 

describing how you’d like your fiber blended,  or talk to us for options. 

Yarn is offered in a wide variety depending on fiber type. Please talk 

to us to learn more about what we can spin for you.   

 For additional information, please visit www.mendowool.com 


